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in the medieval period, many treatises on sexology were written, both in sanskrit and persian. the koka
shastra by pandit kokkoka, considered as the primary source for all persian translations, is one of them. the

lazzat al-nis is a persian translation of the koka shastra, which contains descriptions of the four different types
of women and indicates the days and hours of the day in which each type is more prone to love. the author
quotes all the different works he has consulted, which have not survived to this day. the lazzat al-nis was

written in shiraz, capital of persian empire, and is probably the oldest surviving medieval book on sexology. in
the medieval period, many treatises on sexology were written, both in sanskrit and persian. the koka shastra

is also known as the rasayana sutra, which means the most effective sutra. this sanskrit book was written
about the time of alexander the great, and was first translated into persian in the 10th century. the lazzat al-

nis was written in shiraz, capital of persian empire, and is probably the oldest surviving medieval book on
sexology. many of the suggestions and procedures given in it are still followed in modem times. from the time

of alexander the great to the middle ages, many books were written on sexology, both in sanskrit and
persian. among them, the koka shastra by pandit kokkoka is one of the most important. the lazzat al-nis by

the same author is a persian translation of the koka shastra, which contains descriptions of the four different
types of women and indicates the days and hours of the day in which each type is more prone to love. the

author quotes all the different works he has consulted, which have not survived to this day.
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in the first segment, escape, nayeris first years in london are described
in great detail, from the physical hardship in the early years to the

emotional hardship of uprooting her young family. another section of
the book deals with the first time she interacted with the british

authorities. the final three sections cover the years nayeris spent in the
uk before and after her family emigrated from india to britain. the

ungrateful refugee is a book that is a celebration of the human spirit
and its capacity to adapt and endure. it is written from the perspective
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of a refugee who was refused asylum. in effect, it is a call for us to move
away from the position of the ‘ungrateful refugee’ as a figure of anti-
liberal and defeatist discourse and explore the complex and nuanced
set of narratives that characterize the refugee experience. the book is

divided into three sections. the first deals with the position of the
refugee. the second deals with the complexities of refugee’s life, with

the emphasis on family relationships. the third section is about the
questions of identity and self-reliance. by the end of each section,
nayeris shifts her position from an acceptance of refugees to the

position of a refugee. she writes, ‘why should i not feel angry about the
way my life has been changed?’ by the end of the book, she is ready to

shift from the position of a refugee to the position of an activist. the
book is divided into three sections. the first deals with the position of
the refugee. the second deals with the complexities of refugee’s life,

with the emphasis on family relationships. the third section is about the
questions of identity and self-reliance. by the end of each section,
nayeris shifts her position from an acceptance of refugees to the

position of a refugee. she writes, ‘why should i not feel angry about the
way my life has been changed?’ by the end of the book, she is ready to

shift from the position of a refugee to the position of an activist.
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